Rv 101 youtube

Check out our favorite RV gear, special discounts for our viewers, and much more. Watch Mark
give you an RV video tour today! You'll be surprised how much you can do with just basic DIY
skills. Watch me take on RV projects like solar, electrical, plumbing, mobile communications,
generator and roof maintenance. Also join us on the road for some awesome RV adventures.
About Youtuber Promoting nomadic tribalism in a car, van or RV. How to live in a car, van or RV.
Get out of debt, travel, and find true freedom. I have a Youtube channel about my daily life living
in an RV full time, boondocking and camping, while traveling around the United States. I travel
with my cat Jax, and we film our adventures and try to capture the beauty and freedom of life on
the road and our alternative 'American Dream'. Tune in for RV living tips from this full time RV
resident, watch captain's logs of Rhea Rada's Captain Peterson or peruse other videos from
Pippi such as recent belly dancing takes. My videos are as much about my life and my 'path to
personhood' as about RV Living and adventures with Capone than trying to formally teach or
instruct. My goal is to inspire: to demonstrate how anyone who has the desire and the
wherewithal can make this - or any dream - come true. Videos related to my life as a full-time
RVer. Happy RVing! I try to provide a more technical approach to my reviews with as little bias
as possible. United States About Youtuber We're long-time journalists and we love traveling
North America in our motorhome, finding interesting people and places to share in these video
reports and on our RV Podcast and Blog. About Youtuber Traveling Vintage bus mechanic lots
of bus stuff and Detroit Diesel 2 stroke videos 71 series 8v We share helpful and entertaining
videos about teardrop trailers, scamp trailers, and other small camper trailer RV related travel
topics. Some things you can expect by subscribing to this channel are small travel trailer gear
reviews, TEARDROP and SCAMP tips and tricks, teardrop trailer modification tutorials, and
documentation of our lifestyle on the road exploring our beautiful state of Alaska. Michigan
About Youtuber I've always enjoyed keeping up-to-date on the most current product knowledge.
Those new, fun facts are what I try to focus upon in my videos and tours. THAT is truly the
hardest part for a consumer -- trying to figure out which one best fits their needs and interests.
Live vicariously through our videos and share a laugh or two. Watch our how to RV videos to
learn how to transition into full-time RV life and live the RV travel lifestyle on or off grid. About
Youtuber Retired cop, animal lover, full time van dweller. Medical retirement after 20 years due
to Multiple Sclerosis, could not afford to travel so sold my house and moved into a cargo van,
which I 'built' out. A very simple build that anyone can do. Loving life with no stress or anxiety.
Princess Craft Campers specializes in the sale of lightweight trailers and truck campers. United
States About Youtuber After years of working 60 to 70 hours a week and never taking a
vacation, We quite our job and begin our full time RV'ing in a Starcraft pop-up camper. We are a
family based in Wiltshire who enjoy caravanning around the United Kingdom. Our mission is to
build the best products possible using passion, design, technology, and above all else -innovation. About Youtuber There are numerous RV sites from seasoned full-timers to wide
ranging forums. Joan and I want to share a different perspective of RV living where we started,
where we've been and what we've done to make our RV life more enjoyable. About Youtuber
Brian and Shawnna, sharing our journey to full-time RV living, the adventure and challenges, to
inspire others to do the same. We're empty nesters who have done a lot of soul searching about
what makes our Best Selves. For both of us, it's the freedom to travel and explore. We love new
things, new places and change of scenery. Our sales lot is consistently stocked with affordable
motor coaches, trailers, fifth wheels, pop up tent campers, and truck campers for you to
browse. Rather, I think of my content as little home movies. I'm a nomad, creator and YouTuber
living in my little 13 foot Casita camper! I don't keep a schedule of posting, rather, I post a video
when I have the electricity and bandwidth. Cougar, Montana, R-pod, and Jay Flight get lots of
looks. I travel with my dog and copilot Baxter We're just sharing our RV life and adventures.
Boondocking or free camping or cheap camping is my preferred style. Stratford Ontario Canada
About Youtuber If you are interested in quality family time in the great outdoors, you have come
to the right website. We are family owned and operated and have been since - The longest
established RV dealership in the area. Our experience and knowledge can assist in making the
most of your leisure time. By keeping you connected and safe while you travel, we hope to
make your adventures on the road more enjoyable. Starting from the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
platform, we optimize each coach with features and finishes that enable you to go wherever
your road takes you in elegance and comfort. Since Oct Channel youtube. About Youtuber
Come roam the roads with us and see what RV life is all about! We're Russ and Kerry, full-time
RVers taking you along on the adventure. United States About Youtuber Triple amputee that
loves to travel and boondock in his hand built Teardrop 'grasshopper' style camper. When we're
not enjoying vanlife, or when our families demand to see us we can be found on our boat or
riding our motorbikes. We often explore with our teenage daughter- although she's rapidly
discovering we're not as cool as we think we are! Winnebago has been building quality

motorhomes for over 50 years. Along with Winnebago, we are also an exclusive dealer for Tiffin
Motorhomes, the 1 selling diesel motorhome in the USA. Always have been an avid camper and
traveler. I have had every type of RV other than a truck camper. Just purchased a truck camper
and will start living full time in it. I must rid myself of a house full of junk and then the house.
This is going to be a process. Come along for the ride. It should be interesting! The sharing
creates a great world of us that are in it - we can learn so much from each other. Join Kim and
Darrell as they travel the USA and other countries as they live their dreams of traveling full time.
Enough of the rat race and the maze that we live in. Time to start new adventures and explore
while we still can. About Youtuber As newlyweds, we got swept up in living our lives on auto
pilot. In we became full-time RVers. We now travel the U. It was the best decision we could have
ever made. Our only regret is that we didn't take the leap sooner. Authorized Collision Center!
Parts and Accessories. Since Nov Channel youtube. About Youtuber Our mission is to provide a
total support network for RVers. We are committed to excellence. We are dedicated to providing
Support, Knowledge, and Parking and will never stop striving to improve. We are honest in
everything we do. We love the outdoors and love camping. We are weekend RV enthusiasts who
will be reviewing and documenting our trips to various places and campgrounds. Along with
this, we will add some 'how to' videos for such things as repairs and upgrade reviews. We love
the RV lifestyle and hope to someday be able to do this full time. Please subscribe to our
channel for new reviews and updates! About Youtuber We are all about full-time RV travel while
working. We've downsized, minimized, and have been full-timers since January We're excited to
share our random bits of trial and error insights on RV living full time. The Vogt family has been
serving recreational enthusiasts of North Texas for over forty years. At Vogt, we offer a vast
array of ultra light to ultra luxurious, new and pre-owned Rv's where you will appreciate the
quality of our employees and our selection of America's finest manufactures. On our YouTube
channel, you will experience the joy of Motorhome ownership and watch our adventures unfold.
Expect fun, laughter and cinematic films. United States About Youtuber Hey there! We are
Jason and Dellynn, and we live in an RV full-time. Yep, we ditched the suburban life and decided
to sell most all we own and choose a different experience for our lives, and for our kids. This life
though is not perfect, and we are hopeful that our YouTube channel will help to encourage and
inspire you to get out and explore a new perspective on life!! So we supply you with top of the
line RV parts, furniture, and accessories! In our videos you will learn helpful tips on some of our
most popular products we sell and also installation tips! Since Jan Channel youtube. We have
many places we are looking forward to seeing, but feel free to share with us your thoughts and
ideas of places that are a must see. Since Aug Channel youtube. United States About Youtuber
On July 8, , we said goodbye to our one-bedroom Manhattan apartment, loaded everything we
own into our truck, and left New York City to live, work, and travel full-time in our 27 foot
Airstream Globetrotter. For nearly 30 years, Lakeshore RV has been the dealer and service
center for America's favorite recreational vehicles. About Youtuber Our vision is to supply our
customers with the best valued products in the industry and to smother them with unbeatable
service after the sale. We want to show you how to make the most of your free time now! We
currently reside in Western NY. We love to do things in a budget friendly way so that we can
make the most of our experiences. We look forward to sharing this with you. We have been in
business since and we pride ourselves on delivering exceptional customer service. We carefully
select the brands we represent for quality and value. United States About Youtuber Simplifying
our lives, exploring our dreams and bucket list, and connecting with what truly matters. We sold
our stuff, downsized, and decided to pursue freedom, adventure, and travel. We're currently
living full time in a renovated RV, Overlanding and exploring places that are off the beaten path.
When it comes to RV's, we've got your covered! You'll find Keystone RVs available in all types
and sizes of towables. From ultra light weight travel trailers that can be towed by fuel-efficient
cross-over vehicles and smaller pick up trucks to luxurious fifth wheels, you can find a a
Keystone RV that's just right for you. Since Jun Channel youtube. Show 76 to Feedspot has a
team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several
niche categories. Publishers submit their blogs or podcasts on Feedspot using the form at the
top of this page. Our expert editorial team reviews and adds them to a relevant category list.
Ranking is based on relevancy, blog post frequency freshness , social metrics, domain
authority, traffic and many other parameters. Top RV Youtube Channels. Submit Your Channel.
About The Author. Anuj Agarwal Feedspot has a team of over 25 experts whose goal is to rank
blogs, podcasts and youtube channels in several niche categories. For Youtubers Submit
Channel. Free Email Alerts. Continue with Google. US Route is one of the most historic
highways in America. Stretching from Los Angeles , California north to the heart of Olympia,
Washington, you're sure to see some of the most beautiful sites along the Pacific Coast
highway. With more than miles to explore, there's something for everyone on this west coast

adventure. Let's look at a few of the places to see and where to stay during your El Camino Real
road trip through California , Oregon, and Washington states. It was intended to shuttle
travelers along the entire west coast from its southern terminus in San Diego all the way up to
Olympia, Washington; the current southern terminus is in Los Angeles, California. Though the
highway was partially replaced by Interstate 5 and other modern roads, Route is still frequently
used by locals and tourists alike. The highway has made it into pop culture through songs, film,
and even video games. Here are my top three RV parks for some beautiful places to stop by for
a few hours or a couple of days as you travel along the One of the best parts of any road trip is
what you do along the way. Written by. Melissa Popp. Come along for an road trip adventure
you'll never forget. Tripsavvy's Editorial Guidelines. Share Pin Email. Was this page helpful?
Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Read More. RV Education One LP gas appliance that
gets overlooked during warm weather camping trips is the RV furnace. Most of the service
requirements for the furnace need to be accomplished by a reputable RV service center, but
there are a few things we, as owners can do to prepare the RV furnace for cold-weather
operation. Leave a comment. Posted by Mark Polk on in RV Articles , Uncategorized and tagged
, general rving , learn rvs , motorhome , rv , rv guide , rv education , RV Education , rv overview ,
rv terminology , rving , travel trailer , types of rvs. Power companies and AC generators produce
sine wave Alternating Current AC , which is used to operate volt appliances and electronic
equipment. Posted by Mark Polk on in RV Articles , Uncategorized and tagged beginning rver ,
rv , rv education , RV Education , rv inverter , rv inverter motorhome , rv newbie , rving , what is
an inverter and what is it used for in a motorhome , what is an inverter and what is it used for in
a travel trailer. Posted by Mark Polk on in RV Articles , Uncategorized and tagged new RVer ,
new rver beginning rver , rv , rv basics , rv education , RV Education , rv education things every
new rver should know , RV how to , rv newbie , rving The potable water system in your house is
pretty much maintenance free. The potable water system in your RV, on the other hand, requires
some maintenance to keep it trouble free. Questions I get quite often is the complaint that there
is a stale odor coming from the RV water system. At the campground you want to get some
water running through the RV plumbing system. At home when you want water you open a
faucet and its there like magic. When it comes to your RV there are two ways to get water to
flow through the taps. You purchase an RV, and the day finally comes when you take delivery of
the RV from the dealership. You are excited, and just want to take the RV home. The dealership
gives you a walk-through orientation of the RV, explaining how everything on the RV works. You
listen and watch, but it is too much information to process in a short period of time. Now you
are home with the RV, and you cannot remember percent of what was covered during the
walk-through. One week later, you remember even less:. Posted by Mark Polk on in RV Articles ,
Uncategorized and tagged how do i learn about my travel trailer , I bought a new rv now what ,
motorhome , motorhome orientation , new rv training , RV , rv education , RV Education , rv
newbie , RV orientation , rv tips , travel trailer , travel trailer orientation , what do i need to know
about owning a travel trailer. In , we restored a vintage Yellowstone travel trailer from the
ground up. This is a short 5 part series recap of the vintage trailer restoration process. Two of
the most frequent questions I get asked are, why does my RV battery keep dying, and why does
my RV battery only last one or two camping seasons? The furniture installation went smoothly,
and because our 5th wheel trailer is stationary we did not secure the furniture to the floor, but
that is easy to do. Enter your email address to follow this rv Email Address:. Recieve
notification of new video posts. You must be logged in to post a comment. Skip to content. Most
of the service requirements [ RV Education RV Tip: When I use RV electrical adapters or
extension cords, and they are exposed to the elements, I like to keep the connections dry by
making a container to protect the connections. Search for:. Post your RV pictures, tips and fun
too! RV Education on Facebook. Unaltered clickable links can be used, provided credit is given
to Mark Polk and RV Education with a specific clickable link to the original content. Join in the
conversation:. Blog at WordPress. Add your thoughts here We provide you with a solid RV
foundation. Learning RVs the easy way. Lifetime access. RV orientation walk throughs on how
to use and maintain a motorhome, travel trailer and 5th wheel with downloadable segments. Not
a subscription based course. We never inundate you with emails. Founded in the leader in RV
Education. Featured RV Education Courses. Buying an RV is a major purchase and you don't
want to make costly mistakes. This course was designed to make you an educated RV buyer,
and save thousands. Mark J. Learn what you need to know about your Travel Trailer or 5th
Wheel Trailer. Everything you need to know about towing your 5th wheel trailer like a pro, in one
easy to understand course. Be prepared for any and all camping or campground scenarios with
this thorough RV Essential items video training. Learn how to properly winterize your RV and
prepare the RV for winter storage to protect your investment. Step-by-step instructions on how
to inspect and identify small problems with your RV, before they become large expensive

problems. Renting an RV? This e-book course will help prevent you from making costly
mistakes. This introduction to RVs e-book program educates you prior to buying, and is
essential reading for anyone considering purchasing an RV. This e-book program is your
personal guide to learning how all of the systems and accessories on your RV operate, and it's
is great course for all RV owners. RV Camera System Installation. Extend your RV Engine Life.
Trailer Towing Hitch Ball Tips RV Water Pressure Regulators. Adjustable RV Water Regulators.
You are commenting using your WordPress. You are commenting using your Google account.
You are commenting using your Twitter account. You are commenting using your Facebook
account. Notify me of new comments via email. Notify me of new posts via email. Enter your
email address to follow this rv Email Address:. Recieve notification of new video posts. Skip to
content. EZ Connector â€” The last trailer plug you will ever buy. RV Generator Tips. Surge
Protection for your RV. RV Tire Gauge Tips. RV Battery Storage Tips. RV Dump Station Tips.
Share this: Twitter Facebook. Like this: Like Loading Leave a Reply Cancel reply Enter your
comment here Please log in using one of these methods to post your comment:. Email required
Address never made public. Name required. RV Education Search for:. Post your RV pictures,
tips and fun too! RV Education on Facebook. Unaltered clickable links can be used, provided
credit is given to Mark Polk and RV Education with a specific clickable link to the original
content. Join in the conversation:. Blog at WordPress. Enroll today and start learning about
your RV immediately. Read More. When you select an RV E-book Training Course you don't just
get an e-book, you get an entire RV training course, including short videos and other related
material. Now you can learn more at discounted prices. All you need to do to start receiving the
newsletter is subscribe. Subscribe here to receive our free RV Education monthly newsletter.
Your email address will only be used for distributing this newsletter and will never be sold or
given to another entity. Fill in the information below to start receiving the free RV Education
newsletter now. Email Address. First Name. Last Name. How did you hear about us? You may
unsubscribe via the link found at the bottom of every email. See our Email Privacy Policy for
details. Emails are serviced by Constant Contact. Let me start by saying, be careful where you
get your RV information from on the Internet. Below I am providing some information on RV
topics I get a lot of questions about:. Used RVs have already suffered the brunt of depreciation,
many are only lightly used for a good price, and you will more than likely have an affordable
monthly payment. Depending on where you live, part of this realization is preparing the RV for
winter storage so it will be ready to go camping again next spring. A big part of winterizing your
RV is to protect the RV water system from potential damage, caused by exposure to freezing
temperatures. Frozen and damaged water lines are in fact the most common problem related to
not winterizing your RV, or not properly winterizing your RV. The RV plumbing system is the
most vulnerable system to damage caused by plummeting temperatures. There are some
exceptions, like pop-ups and other small RVs. RV water heaters come in different sizes,
different modes of operation, and are made by different manufacturers. The tank size and the
method used to heat the water will dictate the amount of hot water you have available, and the
amount of time it takes to heat or re-heat the water. The majority of RV water heaters have a
6-gallon water tank, but some larger and more expensive RVs have gallon or gallon water heater
tanks. Portable Generator Use with RVs If you are camping off the grid, and plan to use a
portable generator for volt AC power, there are a few things you need to know, and some safety
precautions you need to be aware of: RV Guide â€” Portable Generator Use and Safety. My goal
with this guide is: To explain these confusing topics in layman terms, so it is easier to
understand. To help you make a good choice when it comes to properly and safely matching a
tow vehicle with a trailer, in regards to trailer tongue weight and towing: RV Guide â€” Trailer
Towing Myths, Weights and Confusion Explained. Traveling in the United States Changed
Dramatically, Following the Coronavirus Pandemic in America A nation of people who always
felt safe and secure traveling, never giving a second thought to their mode of transportation, are
now weary about what to expect next. For seasoned RVers, purchasing your second or third RV
can present a new set of challenges. New RVers can be overwhelmed by the amount of
research, planning and decision making that goes into the RV buying process. Click HERE to
read the rest. Skip to content. Thanks for signing up! Please leave this field blank. Subscribe
here to receive our free RV Education monthly newsletter. Your email address will only be used
for distributing this newsletter and will never be sold or given to another entity. Fill in the
information below to start receiving the free RV Education newsletter now. Email Address. First
Name. Last Name. How did you hear about us? You may unsubscribe via the link found at the
bottom of every email. See our Email Privacy Policy for details. Emails are serviced by Constant
Contact. Who says learning can't be fun? These videos are provided here free for your
convenience to watch on this page. They are not available for purchase. These RV how-to
videos will help you learn how to properly use and maintain your RV, resulting in enhanced

enjoyment in all your RV experiences. You also have the opportunity to purchase RV Education
educational products to further enhance your RV learning. Founded over a decade ago by Mark
Polk, who started in the RV industry as a teenage apprentice technician. Towing Component
Weight Ratings. RV Generator Tips. RV Refrigerator Tips. Carbon Monoxide Safety in RVs. How
To maintain the RV's Exterior. Thanks for signing up! This video is provided here free for your
convenience to watch on this page. It is not available for purchase. Whatever the case may be
you don't realize it until after you buy it and then it's too late. Before you buy,learn some things
to consider by watching my video below:. RV Books Paperback 3. This subcategory contains 5
products and 0 subcategories. Showing 20 results, with 25 results per page. Product
subscriptions powered by Modular Merchant shopping cart software. These are the 10 things
new owners need for their RVs. Some of these accessories will protect your rig, so it looks and
works great for years to come. Other parts on our list will help you use all the features of your
new RV, including the plumbing and electrical systems. Learn which RV parts you need below
and start making your shopping list! It ensures that the water pressure stays within a safe range
of psi. Many models are available, including some that have an easy-to-read gauge. This can
cause leaks. Cleaning drinking water is a necessity for any RV adventure. Like the water
pressure regulator, water hoses will have standard fittings that are easy to connect and
disconnect at the campsite. When shopping for your RV water hose, make sure the hose is
marked for potable or drinking water. It should be free from lead, BPA, and phthalates. Choose a
hose made from polyurethane because rubber or vinyl hoses can alter the taste of the water.
Water hoses will wear out over time and with repeated use. Fortunately, these RV parts are very
affordable so replace yours when it starts to show signs of age. A cheaply made hose could fail
at the worst time. Thicker hoses will be heavier and will require more space to store but will also
last longer. Typically, RV sewer hoses are available in foot or foot lengths, and you can buy
extensions in foot segments. You can also purchase additional accessories like sewer hose
seals, elbow adaptors, and sewer hose supports to make this dirty job less of a chore. Many
new RVers are particularly anxious about emptying their black and gray tanks, so speak to an
RV expert in our Parts Department if you have any questions. In addition to helping with waste
removal, it keeps your RV bathroom smelling fresh by controlling odors. This non-toxic and
eco-friendly product is safe for your family, septic systems, and the environment. It works
overnight and makes dumping your tanks simple because everything is turned into liquid.
Everyone goes, and when you go you gotta clean up after yourself. This toilet paper is designed
for RV and marine tanks. Not all camping spots are level. Using an RV on uneven ground puts
extra stress on the RV frame and chassis. If not corrected, this can cause serious problems in
your appliances, door frames, windows, slide-outs, tires and more. Some newer, well-equipped
RVs have self-leveling systems. These systems should be inspected annually to ensure they are
functioning correctly. In addition to leveling your trailer or motorhome on uneven terrain, they
provide added stability on soft ground. While RV levelers are built to withstand a tremendous
amount of weight, they are lightweight and fairly easy to set up. Level your RV from side to side
first, then from front to back. Wheel chocks are placed in front of and behind the wheels of a
motorhome or trailer to prevent it from moving or rolling anywhere. These have a non-slip
rubber grip on the bottom to prevent them from sliding. The important thing to check for when
buying chocks is that they are rated for the weight of your rig. Many of the features in your RV
that make camping more comfortable require electricity to work. Power surges can be caused
by brownouts affecting the electrical grid, lightning strikes, or faulty wiring at the hookup. RV
air vent covers allow musty air, smoke, and cooking odors to escape your motorhome or trailer
so it stays smelling fresh. Look for one with a removable bug screen to help keep out insects
and other debris. If your motorhome or trailer has slide out rooms, slide toppers are an
essential RV part you should consider installing. Slide toppers are basically awnings that
extend and retract as you open and close your slide outs. They help reduce damage to your RV
and provide extra protection from water leaks. Slide toppers are installed over the top of a slide
out room to block leaves, branches, bird droppings, and other dirt and debris. That wraps up
our list of 10 must-have RV accessories. Investing in these parts now will help ensure your rig
works properly and your travels are less stressful. Plus check out our great selection of towing
equipment, camp kitchen gear, and more! If you have any questions, our RV experts are ready
to help. Looking for more RVing articles for first-time owners? Check out our list of RV terms
and definitions. Camco Water Pressure Regulator. Zero-G Drinking Water Hose. Valterra RV
Toilet Paper. Levels and Chocks keep your RV from moving once parked. Progressive Surge
Protector. Slide Toppers installed on a Class A Motorhome. Are you new to the RV lifestyle? Not
sure what the difference is between a fifth wheel and a conventional trailer? We have lots of
resources to help you start your RV adventure. In this article, we will discuss the different types
of RVs that are available and some of the benefits of each. These RVs are constructed on a

specially-designed motor vehicle chassis. The large diesel engine on this motorhome is located
in the rear of the coach, and it provides more torque compared to its gas-powered counterpart.
The location of the engine also helps provide a quiet and smooth ride. The diesel engine
essentially pushes the motorhome down the road. Diesel motorhomes are the epitome of luxury
RVs , which makes them great for long trips and cross-country adventures. In many instances,
they are the perfect RV for the full-time RVer. The diesel engine usually lasts longer and is more
durable than the gas engine on other Class As but that makes them more expensive, too. Like
their diesel-engine counterparts, Class A gas motorhomes offer many of the comforts of home.
This makes them a popular choice for full-time or long-term RVers. Most also have multiple
slideouts or full-length slideouts for added space. They also have plenty of storage
compartments for personal belongings needed for extended travel. Both types of Class A
motorhomes resemble a bus, roughly 30 to 40 feet in length, with a vertical front windshield with
large windows. A smaller type of motorhome, Class C motorhomes are usually built on a truck
chassis. Gas and diesel options are available. Many Class C motorhomes offer similar amenities
to their Class A counterparts, like kitchens, bathrooms, and slideouts, just on a smaller scale.
Numerous Class C floorplans are available, making this type of RV perfect for anyone that loves
remote exploring and camping â€” especially families and couples who travel with friends. As
the name implies, this type of RV is typically built on a van chassis. They can have a gas or
diesel engine. They are nimble and drive like a standard automobile, so they can easily go from
camping to big-city adventures. Some even have off-road equipment options for exploring
remote areas. Camper Vans typically measure between feet in length. And many of the sleeping
spaces in Class Bs convert from seats to beds in minutes. This type of RV is most popular
among solo travelers and couples. The largest type of towable RV, fifth wheel campers , are
pulled by large pick-up trucks with a special fifth wheel hitch located in the bed of the truck.
Fifth wheels are some of the most spacious RVs available thanks to their extended length and
slideouts. Some floorplans have up to six slideouts! This makes them a great option for large
families or those who want to camp with big groups. Many fifth wheel RVers will park their RV at
a campground and detach the towing vehicle for daily travel. Next up are the toy haulers. Toy
haulers sometimes called sport utility RVs are built to accommodate tons of gear and outdoor
toys. Motorcycles, dirt bikes, golf carts, four wheelers, snowmobiles, kayaks, and more â€” you
name it, these RVs will haul it. Toy haulers are available in towable and motorized RV types, but
most toy hauler RVs are fifth wheels. The combination of comfortable living space and a garage
make these the perfect basecamp for active RVers who want to play hard wherever they travel.
This popular type of RV is towed by a bumper hitch or a frame hitch that extends from the front
of the trailer. Travel trailers are ideal for any type of camper because lots of floor plans and
styles are available. In fact, their weights can vary greatly â€” from less than 4, lbs to over 10,
lbs. You can also find travel trailers that have multiple slideouts for increased living areas.
Travel trailers are easier to detach and setup in a campground than fifth wheels. They provide
the freedom of having a vehicle to enjoy their destination and a complete home unit wherever
they travel. This makes travel trailers a favorite type of RV for many. Teardrop trailers are ideal
for weekend travelers who want basic amenities when they travel. The simplest teardrop RVs
are just a bedroom on wheels. Like Class B motorhomes, teardrop RVs utilize swivel toilets,
folding sinks, convertible beds, and more to make the small floorplan highly functional.
Teardrop enthusiasts love the clever design and vintage aesthetic of these trailers, and they
gather a
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t rallies like Tearstock with other teardrop owners. These RVs typically weigh less than 4, lbs.
This type of RV is gaining popularity thanks to manufacturers, like Liberty Outdoors , who have
promoted the tiny trailer movement. You probably spent part of your childhood in one of these
RVs, if you grew up camping. This type of RV is perfect for young families who want to camp
more and avoid sleeping in a tent on the ground. Pop-ups have been the constant fixture in
family camping throughout the years because of their affordability. Also, they are lightweight,
which means they can often be towed by the family vehicle. These towable RVs make camping
more comfortable and are available with a variety of options. To summarize, there are many
types of RVs available today. Knowing the main differences between them will help you choose
the right RV for your family. Ready to learn more? Check out this post where we make sense of
some of the RV terms you might have heard thrown around by others.

